
Kevin Fernandez
Full Stack Software Engineer

South Florida | 954-934-6223 | kevinfernandez0416@gmail.com | linkedin.com | github.com
Programming Languages: HTML/CSS | JavaScript

Technologies: React.js | Next.js | Node.js | Express | Git | | Bootstrap | TailwindCSS | Firebase

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY
As a software engineer with a background in the automotive industry, specializing in developing innovative
software solutions. My passion for software development drives me to continuously improve my technical
skills. Having a strong problem-solving ability and a deep understanding of client needs, allows me to exceed
expectations in delivering the right solutions.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Camlaan Games- Web Developer Internship August 2023 - Present
● Quality Insurances
● Converting to Next.js and Tailwindcss from React.js Boostrap.

AutoZone - Sale Associate March 2023 - Present
● Manages inventory and processes transactions using the latest point of sale systems.
● Delivers outstanding customer service by guiding customers towards products that meet their needs.
● Focuses on creating a positive and lasting customer experience to ensure repeat business.

Toyota of Hollywood - Technician May 2021- Sep 2021
● Responsible for upholding automaker's safety and reliability standards.
● Inspects each vehicle thoroughly with keen attention to detail.
● Maintains a clean and organized workspace to maximize efficiency.
● Utilizes cutting-edge tools and technology to perform tasks with speed and precision.
● Goal is to provide the highest quality service to ensure vehicle longevity and optimal performance.

Projects
Pool Party - Link

● A full stack carpooling application that connects users together to start a car pool.
● Uses firestore as the database, express as the API, NextJS TailwindCSS and React as the frontend.

Tesla Homage - Link

● A short tribute website dedicated to the electric car manufacturer Tesla.
● Rebuilt entirely by NextJS and BootStrap.

EDUCATION
● Boca Code - Software Engineer Career Course Jun 2023 - Aug 2023
● Sheridan Technical College- Automotive Technology Aug 2020 - Jun 2023
● Sheridan Technical High School - AP Computer Science, Robotics Aug 2019 - Jun 2023

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kevin-fernandez-/
https://github.com/superxp360
https://lnkd.in/gjZAmXH3
https://tesla-homage-remake.web.app/#home



